Dare to Disappoint Reading Guide
Questions and Ideas for Consideration
Considering the World: What does this text offer in terms of portraying a part of
the world that many readers may have limited familiarity with? What works about
this depiction of Turkey? What are possible problematics?
Graphic Narrative: How does the comic style of Dare to Disappoint affect the
message and meaning of the story? How does it differ from other books we’ve
read this term? Do you think other texts might be effective in comic form?
Culture, Politics, & Religion: What role does school play in Orze’s life? How does
this engage with religion? What other cultural representations does she offer, and
do you think these are positive portrayals? Why or why not?
Institutions and Relationships: What does this book say about adult/child
relationships, friendships, and other relationships? How do these fit with the kinds
of power dynamics and negotiations Ozge faces in the text?
Artisitc Details: What artistic choices does Samanci make to purposefully present
certain ideas? Consider use of line, color, perspective, framing, etc.
Science & Gender: Think about portrayals of femininity and intellect in the story.

Daybook Possibilities
Ø Try your hand at graphic narrative art yourself by
drawing a short comic of a story you’ve read or an
experience you have had in your life.
Ø Many of the books we’ve read this term have
featured teens negotiating power with adults,
institutions, and belief systems. Compare depictions
and resulting ideologies, mapping out (perhaps
visually) the role of power in YA fiction.
Ø Visit the library and check out some of the other
graphic narratives or comic books for teens. How is
Dare to Disappoint similar or different to these?
Which draw your attention and why?
Ø Consider some of the design choices that Samanci
makes, such as color, use of text/dialogue, frame
shape/size, and the other elements we discuss in
class. How do these affect the story?
Ø Learn about how graphic novels are viewed and what
people’s perceptions of them are (possibly looking at
news or web forum spaces). Do you agree/disagree?
Ø Compare the portrayals of the Bildungsroman in this
book to others we’ve read this semester.
Ø In what context might you teach this book or other
graphic novels? Do some research about classroom
uses of graphic narratives and how/why teachers
might use them in classroom settings.
Dr. Meghann Meeusen

Suggested Critical Reading
"Comic Art, Children's Literature, and the New Comic
Studies" by Charles Hatfield
"The Graphic Novel and the Age of Transition: A
Survey and Analysis" by Stephen E. Tabachnick
“Decoding Comics” by Hilary Chute
I especially recommend Scott McCloud’s
Understanding Comics, a scholarly book written as a
comic book. If you’d like to read a section, I’m happy
to make copies of a chapter that interests you.
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Background and Context

Ozge Samanci’s 2015 graphic memoir focused on her
experiences growing up in Turkey, where she lived
for much of her youth. Using a combination of visual
styles and artistic approaches, Samanci focuses on
her experiences with politics and school, also
exploring religion and culture to consider her own
efforts to find a place within her society and beyond
it. A stirring and unique visual text, the alternatingly
humorous and poignant graphic novel asks readers to
question what it means to be an individual.
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